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INTRODUCTION

The commitment decision is quite a new instrument for European competition authorities. At first, it was introduced at the European level at the time of the modernization of competition enforcement rules by Regulation 1/2003. Many Member States, recognizing the advantages of this tool, decided to introduce the commitment mechanism copying more or less the European model.

The commitment procedure is an expression of proceduralization of law, the idea of which is to depart from direct and governing intervention in social life and apply legal means respecting the autonomy of individuals instead.2 Competition law, which has as its subject the quick change of economic conditions, seems to be particularly prone to this type of ideas.

Current practice shows that the commitment procedure is a useful enforcement tool. Both competition authorities and undertakings have many reasons to issue a commitment mechanism instead of an infringement decision. Competition authorities have the possibility to eliminate anti-competitive conditions in a faster (and cheaper) way with a more effective use of their limited sources. In complicated cases when the facts are not obvious or the issue in question is very complex, the commitment procedure may be a better way to address potential restriction of competition. Also when the case would require a long and detailed analysis and an infringement decision would have limited precedential value, the commitment decision seems to be a good solution.3 Since the commitment mechanism is far less exposed to the risk of appeal, competition authority may also be interested in accepting commitments when it comes to the conclusion that the evidence is ambiguous or simply weak.4 From the undertaking’s point of view, the possibility of obtaining a commitment decision has also many advantages. Firstly, the company avoids formal finding of infringement and therefore avoids the imposition of fine. Moreover, the commitment procedure does not have a prejudicitation character and thus the person claiming damages has to prove the infringement if the infringement instead is formally established, it considerably facilitates private claims. Furthermore, lack of formal infringement finding means that the practice in question is not illegal ex lege and the undertaking may step by step change its behaviour in accordance with proposed commitments. The undertaking has also possibility to offer commitment which it knows it can realize in practice and the outcome of the proceedings is more comprehensible.

Current practice shows that the commitment procedure is an expression of proceduralization of law, the idea of which is to depart from direct and governing intervention in social life and apply legal means respecting the autonomy of individuals instead.2 Competition law, which has as its subject the quick change of economic conditions, seems to be particularly prone to this type of ideas.

Current practice shows that the commitment procedure is a useful enforcement tool. Both competition authorities and undertakings have many reasons to issue a commitment mechanism instead of an infringement decision. Competition authorities have the possibility to eliminate anti-competitive conditions in a faster (and cheaper) way with a more effective use of their limited sources. In complicated cases when the facts are not obvious or the issue in question is very complex, the commitment procedure may be a better way to address potential restriction of competition. Also when the case would require a long and detailed analysis and an infringement decision would have limited precedential value, the commitment decision seems to be a good solution.3 Since the commitment mechanism is far less exposed to the risk of appeal, competition authority may also be interested in accepting commitments when it comes to the conclusion that the evidence is ambiguous or simply weak.4 From the undertaking’s point of view, the possibility of obtaining a commitment decision has also many advantages. Firstly, the company avoids formal finding of infringement and therefore avoids the imposition of fine. Moreover, the commitment procedure does not have a prejudicitation character and thus the person claiming damages has to prove the infringement if the infringement instead is formally established, it considerably facilitates private claims. Furthermore, lack of formal infringement finding means that the practice in question is not illegal ex lege and the undertaking may step by step change its behaviour in accordance with proposed commitments. The undertaking has also possibility to offer commitment which it knows it can realize in practice and the outcome of the proceedings is more comprehensible.

On the other hand, the commitment mechanism is a kind of a compromise between the authority and the undertaking and therefore it has a lower deterrent effect. The application of the commitment procedure strengthens the administrative model of competition law enforcement in Europe. If taken too far, it may change competition authorities to regulatory bodies. This because commitment mechanisms do not deal with past infringement but rather introduce remedies for the future. Overreliance on the commitment procedure may also delay introduction of effective private enforcement of competition law in Europe since there is an increased difficulty for successful assertion of claims in case when commitment decision is adopted.5 The undertaking, on the other hand, may bind itself to commitments in case when the competition authority would be unable to prove existence of a violation.6

The article provides an overview of rules regarding commitment procedure under Polish competition law, in particular stressing the differences between the Polish and European regulation. It describes the cases suitable for commitment mechanism as well as the influence of the procedure on the leniency programme. The test presents also the procedural issues relating to the commitment instrument, especially the steps for adopting the decision with emphasis on the importance of procedural safeguards and pointing its relative lack in the process described.

1. The commitment decision under Polish law

The commitment mechanism was introduced into the Polish legal order together with several amendments aligning Polish law to European regulations. It is worth mentioning that introducing this instrument did not come from compliance obligations since according to Article 5 of Regulation 1/2003 national competition authorities are entitled to accept commitments in relation to Article 101 and 102 of TFUE (and Article 288 of TFUE provides for a direct applicability of regulations).

However, as it was explained in the substantiation to the project of the amendment of the Polish Competition and Consumer Protection Act,7 the aim of introducing the commitment decision to the Polish regulation was to increase the efficiency of Polish competition authority8 whose main task is to protect competition on the market and not just impose fines on the undertakings. Additionally, the commitment procedure was introduced to Polish law in order to equal the position of an undertaking in the proceedings before the Polish competition authority and to that before the European Commission. It is interesting in this regard that the Polish regulation regards potential breaches of both Polish and European competition rules (therefore somehow repeats the authorisation included in Article 5 of Regulation 1/2003).

1 Advocate trainee at Warsaw Bar of Advocates; graduated with honours from the Faculty of Law and Administration of the University of Warsaw.


4 Print of the Sejm no. 2561 from 20.02. 2004, p. 5 of the substantiation of the Project of amendment.

5 i.e. The President of the Office of Competition and Consumer Protection.
1.1. Cases suitable for commitment decisions

According to recital 13 of Regulation 1/2003 commitment decisions are not appropriate in cases where the competition authority intends to impose a fine. In addition, the opinion presented by the European Commission excludes the use of commitment decision to hardcore restrictions (e.g. cartels). Polish regulation does not impose such limitation, therefore it is possible to make use of the commitment mechanism in all kinds of cases. The decision whether to accept commitments or not rests exclusively with the Polish competition authority.

One should bear in mind that the regulation in question is an example of the Europeanisation of Polish competition law and there are no obligations to follow directly European model (e.g. also in Italy and in France a commitment decision may be issued in relation to hardcore restriction cases). Nevertheless, some authors indicate that such practice is inconsistent with the objectives expressed by the European legislator. The instrument in question was originally designed to balance between the need to detect and punish competition law infringements and the necessity of maintaining procedural efficiency as well as introducing the possibility of instant removal of anticompetitive effects of certain practices on the market. If commitment decisions are allowed to be issued with regard to hardcore restriction cases, this balance seems to be disturbed. Furthermore, the possibility of issuance of a commitment decision in all cases may hamper proper exercise of the rule of equality before the law and it may have negative effects on achieving proper deterrence of competition law. The latter does not however seem to be an actual threat for competition application in Europe as competition authorities tend to consider the possibility of adopting commitment decisions in hardcore restriction cases. This necessity of maintaining procedural efficiency as well as introducing the possibility of instant removal of anticompetitive effects of certain practices on the market. If commitment decisions are allowed to be issued with regard to hardcore restriction cases, this balance seems to be disturbed. Furthermore, the possibility of issuance of a commitment decision in all cases may hamper proper exercise of the rule of equality before the law and it may have negative effects on achieving proper deterrence of competition law. The latter does not however seem to be an actual threat for competition law application in Europe as competition authorities tend to consider the possibility of adopting commitment decisions in hardcore restriction cases. This possibility of adopting commitment decisions in hardcore restriction cases is not just theoretical. In 2008, the Polish competition authority has issued a commitment decision in a case involving fixing minimum resale prices. The proceedings concerned the distribution agreement between Xella and its 10 distributors. The agreement contained a provision which explicitly prohibited the application of lower resale prices than the price of purchase of products from the producer. This kind of agreement is qualified as minimum resale price maintenance and as underlined to the decision ‘pricing agreements are considered to be one of the hardcore restrictions of competition’. Such opinion has been also expressed in the memorandum of the decision, however in the Polish competition authority’s view, the provision was somehow specific because contrary behaviour of distributor would be economically irrational and has marginal importance. Xella immediately after the initiation of the proceedings, began to amend its agreements with distributors. Of course, such active cooperation deserves its “reward”, nevertheless it has been considered whether, in case of hardcore restrictions, other objectives of competition law, like educational or deterrent effect of the decision, should not prevail (especially that under Polish CCPA imposition of fine by the authority is not obligatory). The decision in Xella case may be a sign that the Polish competition authority will change its position in relation to resale price maintenance and will not indicate this practice as a hardcore violation of antitrust rules. According to the current competition doctrine, only cartel cases are regarded as hardcore restrictions.

1.2. Commitment decision and leniency programme

The policy behind introducing the leniency programme and the commitment decision procedure to competition law is to some extend similar. Both tools have the object of inducing undertaking to active cooperation with competition authorities in order to terminate restrictions of competition existing on the market.

However, from the practical point of view, application of one of those instruments should exclude the possibility of introducing the latter one. It is because the undertaking applying for immunity (or fine reduction) under leniency programme is required to make self-incriminating statements and provide all relevant information and evidence relating to the alleged cartel. The competition authority may grant immunity only if it finds infringement (and the finding concerns also the leniency applicant). In turn, commitment decision does not include the finding of the infringement.

Under EU competition law, leniency programme concerns only cartel cases and in practice applications regard usually hardcore restriction cases where if no immunity was granted, it had been appropriate to impose a fine. Therefore, such cases would not be suitable for commitment decisions under Regulation 1/2003.

Polish regulation provides for a different solution. First of all, leniency programme applies not only to cartel cases but to all anticompetitive agreements. Secondly, as indicated above, there are no reservations as to cases suitable for the commitment procedure. As a result, it is not hard to imagine circumstances where an undertaking is put in a dilemma: to apply for leniency or propose commitments. It should be stressed that both instruments are of discretionary character. At the moment, considering the lack of settled case law, assessing the possibility of obtaining any of those instruments seems to be extremely difficult.

14 For example in December 2009, Polish competition authority imposed maximum possible fines (i.e. amounting 10 % of the revenue) on some of the biggest producers of cement in Poland, participating in the cartel on the construction market.
Polish legislator imposes a significant burden on undertakings by forcing them to make decisions while available guidelines – both jurisprudential and those coming from the Polish competition authority – are in fact very little. As an effect, the undertaking will be under constrain in making a key decision as to the strategy of defence and this decision may have significant consequences in future (e.g. with regard to possible private claims).

The practice of application of those instruments under Polish regulation is vague, particularly in the light of recent P4/Polkomtel commitment decision. A Polish competition authority decided to issue an infringement decision. As explained in the course of antimonopoly proceedings, there are two basic conditions to apply commitment decisions in the course of antimonopoly proceedings. According to Article 12 of CCPA, it is possible to adopt commitment decisions in any stage of the proceedings, after the parties were acquainted with the evidence in files. The decision of the competition authority indicates that P4 has applied for leniency application. The case, however, indicates that under Polish law it is not completely excluded to file for both instruments in one proceeding. With no pointer from the authority in the future, such practice may blur boundaries between the two, in fact distinct, instruments.

1.3. Procedure

According to Article 12 of CCPA, it is possible to adopt commitment decisions in the course of antimonopoly proceedings. There are two basic conditions to apply commitment procedure: the case is pending before the Polish competition authority and the proceedings are carried out against a particular undertaking (i.e. it is not just an investigation into a specific market situation). The regulation does not provide any time limits, therefore theoretically a commitment decision may be issued in all stages of the proceedings. In practice, it seems that the Polish competition authority is not willing to accept commitments if the undertaking concerned does not proactively act from the beginning of the antimonopoly proceedings. In Zabka/Koral case, one of the undertakings applied for a commitment decision, however the Polish competition authority decided to issue an infringement decision. As explained in the decision, the application of Zabka was refused because it was filed at the final stage of the proceedings, after the parties were acquainted with the evidence in files of the case. In the authority’s opinion, proposing commitments after 8 months of proceedings would be of no means accelerate the procedure and hence, the issuance of commitment decision would be aimless.

Secondly, the CCPA introduces a condition regarding the plausibility of the existence of the infringement of competition rules (both Polish and European). “Plausibility” is a separate concept from “evidence” under Polish law. It is a kind of exact evidence sensu stricto. It allows fasting the proceedings by releasing the authority from strict standards of proof. The plausibility does not give certainty but only credibility as regards to the facts. As indicated by the Polish Court of Competition and Consumer Protection, the main aim of the provision is to fasten the antimonopoly proceedings, where object – elimination of the potential infringement – may be achieved without caring out the entire proceedings. What is important, however, the condition does not mean that it is sufficient to obtain any degree of probability, even the smallest which in the opinion of the competition authority is adequate. The authority should obtain such a degree of probability that competition rules were breached that would make impossible to state that competition law was not infringed. Otherwise, the commitment decision should not be adopted. It is because according the rule of deepening the trust of citizens existing in Polish administrative proceedings when choosing legal effect to particular fact, the authority should consider the “justified interest in the case”, however without giving priority to public interest. Hence, if it is not contradictory to public interest, the doubts should be decided to citizens’ advantage. The plausibility, as a rule, should not be based only on the statements of the party.

In practice, however, the control over the process of adopting commitment decisions is slender. In fact, if the undertaking wants to avoid a long and expensive procedure that may involve a high fine, it may be willing to offer commitments, especially when the law is unclear, even if the facts of the case seem to be controversial. If the commitment decision was appealed, it is rather unlikely, the Polish Court of Competition and Consumer Protection is obliged to examine the case in first instance, therefore it is as such oriented on “punishing” Polish competition authority for its procedural faults. Therefore, it appears that the main guard of “fair play” rules in the competition proceedings is the competition authority itself.

It is worth to mention that several practitioners have postulated removal of the condition of plausibility as in the light of this provision, proposing commitments may be found by the Polish competition authority as a “delaying undertaking’s guilt.”

Contrary to European regulation, the Polish competition authority is not obliged to issue a formal act similar to preliminary assessment. As it is pointed out, the authority should inform the undertaking concerned of the plausibility of infringement competition law, otherwise it would make impossible for the undertaking to propose appropriate commitments. The information should include precise and clear description of the practice which, in the authority’s view, may constitute a prohibited practice. Nevertheless, the CCPA does not impose such obligation on the competition authority. The process is to large extend not formalised. On the one hand, it allows to keep the flexibility of the negotiations but on the other hand, causes a significant threat for basic rights of the party in the proceedings, in particular right of defence. The undertaking proposes commitments without having a detailed knowledge about actual...
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Concerns of the authority. As a result, it may negatively affect the proportionality of the commitments - the undertaking acts without formal statement of the authority and at the same time it has to take into account that the authority may abandon negotiations and issue an infringement decision.

The process of submitting commitments is also not regulated. It is not determined who has the initiative to propose commitments, hence both the undertaking and the authority are entitled to commence the process. It should be emphasized, however, that it is not possible to force the undertaking to give any commitments. At the same time, the undertaking cannot compel the authority to accept commitments.

1.4. Procedural safeguards

Although the undertaking is not obliged to propose commitments, nevertheless the benefits arising from the commitment procedure are considerable. Still elimination of potential restriction of competition should not be held at the expense of basic procedural rights.

The undertaking against which the proceedings are carried out is a party to the proceedings. Although this seems obvious, it is particularly important because only the entities which have the status of the party to the proceedings enjoy procedural rights provided for in administrative procedure, including the right to be properly and exhaustively informed about the legal and factual circumstances that may have influence on the existence of rights and obligations that are subject of the proceedings, the right to actively participate in all the stages of the proceedings, the right to be heard, and the right to have access to the file.

Although the substantiation to the project of the amendments of CCPA introducing commitment decisions states that the process is parallel to the enforcement tool from Regulation 1/2003, it is not entirely true. The Polish regulation does not provide for any consultation procedure (neither a public market test nor an opinion of “professional” bodies), therefore at the end of the day case handlers are the ones who in accordance with material gathered and experience have to decide whether or not accept commitments.

In particular, the lack of procedure analogous to market test provided for in Article 27.4 of the Regulation 1/2003 seems to have adverse effects. Observation submitted by third parties would enable the authority to get acquainted with different interest and would deprive the undertaking from the right to be heard and from their own initiative submit explanations concerning essential circumstances of a given case. However, expressing a constructive opinion is only possible when the third party has a sufficient knowledge about the facts of the case and proposed commitments.

2. Elements of commitment decision

2.1. No formal finding of violation

One crucial characteristic of the commitment mechanism, especially for the undertaking concerned, is the fact this decision does not include a finding that there was a violation of competition rules.

This statement is justified also from the formal point of view. As indicated by the Polish Supreme Court, commitment decision does not definitively forjudge the existence of the infringement because it is only based on the plausibility of the violation31.

Some authors indicate that a different view can be taken and it is acceptable to state that commitment decision materially confirms the existence of the violation and therefore it could be useful in private suits32. Such opinion seems to be unjustified, not only because it is totally contrary to the objectives of European model and would deprive this instrument from its primary attraction, but also from the formal point of view (above). Even if offering commitments may be somehow understood as plead guilty de facto, it is not determine that the law was actually violated33. Such conclusion would not only influence private claims, but could also affect the assessment of potential violation by the same undertaking in the future34.

The sentence of commitment decisions expressly states that the decision is only based on plausibility. Some concerns may arise to the wording of justification of the commitment decisions which, unfortunately, used not be so carefully drafted as it is done by the European Commission (e.g. “[the authority] found the infringement (...) not only plausible but even proven”35, “the effects of the practice in question are clearly anti-competitive”36, “the effects (...) consist in abuse of dominant position (that distorts of competition)”).

After the modernisation of Polish competition law in 2007, it is particularly important since Polish legislator has limited the definition of the party, depriving the entities lodging a complaint of the status of the party37. The rights of third parties are quite insignificant. First of all, the Polish competition authority is not obliged to inform third parties about the proposed commitments. It seems to be disadvantageous, above all in relation to entities directly affected with the practice which is subject to the proceedings. Third parties may only apply general provisions regarding right to be heard and from their own initiative submit explanations concerning essential circumstances of a given case. However, expressing a constructive opinion is only possible when the third party has a sufficient knowledge about the facts of the case and proposed commitments.
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2.2. Commitments and other conditions imposed

The undertaking may propose commitments of behavioural or structural remedies, factual or legal activities. The regulation states only that the commitments may concern undertakings or termination of certain activities. Obviously, commitments should lead to prevention or liquidation of effects of potential competition violation. As the practice does not differ from the European model, the issue will not be addressed in detail hereunder.

The obligatory element of the commitment decision under Polish law is the imposition of information obligations. The authority should fix dates when the information should be submitted.

It is also possible for the authority to determine the final date for realisation of the commitments. There are no pointers as to the duration, however the authority should take into consideration legal and factual situation of the undertaking. Some authors point out that determination of final date is desirable with regard to security and certainty of legal transactions as well as necessity of effective realization of competition law aims.

3. Enforcement of commitment decision

3.1. Competition authority

Polish regulation provides for three tools aiming at effective enforcement of commitment decision.

The basic instrument regards the possibility of revocation of the decision. The revocation always takes place ex officio and has a discretionary character. First of all, it may be done in the event when the decision has been issued on the basis of false, incomplete or misleading information or documents. It is emphasized that the source of the information is of no importance. Secondly, the decision may be revoked in case when the undertaking has not carried out commitments or obligations imposed in the decision. Finally, the decision may be revoked if the circumstances having a significant impact on the issuance of the decision, have changed. What is important, however, the possibility of revocation of the decision in the last situation depends on the consent of the undertaking concerned. Thus, the Polish regulation differs from European model where the consent of the undertaking is not required.

The requirement of undertaking consent is related to acquisition of specific “right” in commitment decision (the concept of advantage under Polish administrative law) but it is understood broadly. The benefit is that the undertaking has avoided potential finding of violation and fine imposition. In any event when the decision is revoked, the authority is obliged to adjudicate on the merits of the case.

3.2. Third parties

As indicated above (in spite of doubts raised by some authors), commitment decision does not have a prejudication character. In addition, in case when commitment decision is adopted, the CCPA expressly excludes application of provisions regarding possibility of issuing the decision finding the violation or the decision declaring termination of the violation.

Therefore the person claiming damages will be obliged to prove the infringement. An interesting issue, that has to be marked, is the possibility of claiming damages for improper fulfilment of commitments imposed in decision. In practice, it appears that fulfilling general prerequisites of civil liability (in particular proving causal nexus) would be difficult. It seems that such possibility would depend particularly on the character of commitments and the way in which the commitment were expressed.

It is clear that third parties have very little possibilities to influence the outcome of commitment procedure. They are not the party to the proceedings (even if they notify the possible infringement), they are not consulted during the proceedings and finally, they are also deprived from the possibility lodging the appeal (as they do not have a status of a party in administrative proceedings). Basically, what they can do is to wait for the result of the proceedings and accept it. This issue can be seen as a significant disadvantage of the Polish competition law procedure.
CONCLUSIONS
The Polish regulation, although in principle designed to follow the European commitment mechanism, at the end of the day seems to be only “inspired” by the European regulation. Significant changes regarding mainly the process of accepting commitments, in particular lack of public market test, seem to be insufficient for proper realization of rule of openness of the proceedings. Introduction of the process of public consultation would definitely assure minimum degree of protection of the rights of third parties in the proceedings.

The diversity in the regulation of the commitment procedure across Europe has its origin in cultural, political and legislative factors\(^{46}\). However, those differences may have negative effect on uniform enforcement of competition law in the EU as well as on the implementation of the “one stop shop” system of EU competition law\(^{47}\). The Polish regulation of the commitment instrument gives a good example of the potential inequalities that may significantly affect the undertakings concerned if the proceedings are not carried out at the European level but in several Member States separately.

\(^{47}\) Denis Waelbroeck ‘Global Competition Law Centre Working Paper 1/08’, p. 12-13; Note that in practice Polish completion law applies national procedure also in cases regarding 101 and 102 TFEU (e.g. Decision DOK 98/07 Telekomunikacja Polska S.A.).